CITY OF PASADENA
Applicant Name: GW Retail Pasadena
Reviewer: Kami Miller
Date: 4/17/19
OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,384

87.87%

GENERAL COMMENTS
The applicant provided a well organized and detailed packet (PowerPoint Presentation), though, it kept referencing
things they have done in Portland. It provided sufficient Standard Operating Procedures, demonstrated extensive
experience that is directly applicable to operating as a cannabis retailer, and has generally presented themselves in
a very professional manner. It is unclear if the applicant is aware of the PMC as it failed to meet some of the
requirements such as 24‐hour security personnel. Though, they stated they would conform to the state and local
laws.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

669

89.20%

Experience
Owner identified nine retail licenses in Oregon.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
The application demonstrated knowledge about the cannabis industry from a legally permitted business as it
references the state regulations. Application mentioned the Los Angeles County Codes but not the PMC.

Ownership Team
The application provided a brief description of the role of owner in the day‐to‐day operations; though, it also
identified other owners in the application, it failed to identify them as owners under the OwnerInfo section.
Application also identified the day‐to‐day duties of other job positions.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

454

86.48%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
The application provided sufficient Standard Operating Procedures throughout the application.

Financial Plan
The application failed to provide a accurate breakdown of their start‐up costs totaling; though some costs were
indicated on the 2019 pro forma to total REDACTED
The application provided a two‐year pro forma; however, it lacked detail (maintenance costs for building and
delivery vehicles, delivery operational costs, security costs). Application provided a brief overview of their
accounting procedures.
Funding/Proof of Capitalization
The pro forma identified capital funding as REDACTED The application provided two Affidavit of Loan letters, dated
May 15,2018, from LNF Holding LLC offering a total of REDACTED over 10 years. They were not notarized
and it is unclear how much of the funds are available to use for the Pasadena retail location.

Records Software
The applicant provided a description of records retention protocols and identified REDACTED as their designated
inventory software.

Track‐and‐Trace
The application demonstrated sufficient knowledge of the state track and trace requirements.

State Testing Requirements
The applicant demonstrated understanding of testing requirements and acknowledges that products will only be
purchased from State licensed cannabis companies that have met all testing requirements.

Employee Training
The application provided a sufficient Employee Training Plan that met the requirements of this section.
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Customer Education
The application provided a customer education plan that met the requirements of this section.

Marketing
The application provided a sufficient marketing plan.

Community Benefits
Application confirmed having a social equity policy; stated they want to start a Supernova Women‐ Pasadena
Chapter; will provide REDACTED and benefits; Stated they will engage in local non‐profits (Foundation for
Living Beauty, Boy & Girls Club, Aspires West Pasadena) community events, local business partnerships, and
community beautification efforts. The application failed to provide a contribution amount or percentage for all
programs.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

133

88.67%

Exterior Design Concept
The application provided a detailed description and images of their exterior design concept. It provided detail of
signage in the Integration of Security section of the application.
Applicant identified their proposed location as REDACTED

Design Concept Integration
The application provided a description of their design concept along with pictures.
Application also provided a floor plan.

Integration of Security Measures
The application identified sufficient security integration measures.

Air Quality/Odor Control
The application indicated incorporating a HVAC, carbon air filters, and negative air pressure. and identified odor
control systems they use at their other retail locations. They failed to confirm conducting maintenance checks.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

128

85.33%

Security Experience
The application identifiedREDACTED as their selected third‐party security company and elaborated on their
experience dealing with Apple, Dell, Samsung; however, it is unclear if they have experience in the cannabis
industry. Application provided a sufficient driver safety and security plan; though, it failed to confirm a vehicle
alarm as required by the state.
Background Checks
The application stated they will perform background checks.

Employee Safety Education
The application provided a good overview of their employee safety training education that listed all the required
areas.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Application provided sufficient theft measures; though, it failed to include check‐in/out procedures.

Cash Management Plan
Application provided good cash handling procedures; though, it did not include delivery cash procedures for vendor
transactions.
REDACTED
Application indicated using
debit system andREDACTEDfor mobile orders.
Product Access Protocols
Application provided sufficient procedures.

Product Deliveries
The application provided sufficient detail of their procedures for delivery intake and exiting the facility. Delivery
vehicles would be loaded within a secured area.
Security Guards
Application failed to confirm security guards would be on the premises 24 hours a day. Application provided a
description of protocols and day‐to‐day procedures.
Video Camera Surveillance
The application provided detailed video surveillance protocols that confirmed abiding the state requirement and
met all the requirements of this section.
Armored Vehicle
The application stated armored car pickups would be done twice a week. They will useREDACTED armored
services.
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Groundworks Industries and its subsidiary, Serra Pasadena.
Applying for: Retail License with Delivery Capacities
We are applying in Pasadena to open a flagship retail location for Serra (GW Retail Pasadena), a
sophisticated boutique cannabis company known for similarly artful aesthetics inspired to make visitors
at ease. Based on a successful business model started in Portland, OR, we believe Serra is exactly the
kind of elevated, gallery-esque cannabis retail experience the Pasadena community desires.
The first Serra store, a historical renovation that enhanced the Old Town area of downtown Portland,
led to a significant and immediate improvement in the neighborhood and the opening of other trendy
boutiques and food establishments on the same block and in the surrounding neighborhood. Both the
design and thoughtfully-curated products and presentation have garnered international recognition; the
attention to art, design and architecture becoming synonymous with Serra’s brand. As a city that
appreciates aesthetics, entrepreneurial progress and quality of flavor and form, Pasadena has the
opportunity to welcome a brand with experience-- the experience in running a professional, educational
and well-considered cannabis store at the elevated, refined level this community expects.
Concept
The texture of the historic Pasadena landscape seems particularly fitting for a Serra store. The robust
history and ambiance of old-meets-new is a fitting example of how Serra and its appreciation for the
old, but offering of the new, aligns with Pasadena’s values.
Defined as an experiential and curated cannabis retail space, Serra’s goal is to rethink, redefine, and
set the bar for progressive pot culture. Named after the Italian word for greenhouse, we honor our
botanical ethos while reflecting that concept with airy, naturally-lit spaces.
At our proposed location on
we envision participating in
REDACTED
events like ArtNight, hosting art exhibits in our reception area, and collaborating with local designers
and chefs on new products and unique, locally-made packaging. While our stylish space provides a
backdrop for a range of cultural events, it’s also designed that way to allow all who enter, whether it’s
the first time at a legal cannabis shop or a regular grocery run, to feel comfortable and in patient,
knowledgeable hands.
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Application Overview
Owned and operated by LA native, Spencer Noecker, the first flagship Serra store opened in 2017.
Noecker believed in the positive potential of cannabis after experiencing how it helped him make time
to decompress in a healthy way while negotiating the stress of building a business. Drawing from that
faith--and experience co-founding a privately held commercial real estate investment platform focused
on commercial historic redevelopment--Noecker founded Groundworks Industries, a sustainable,
vertically-integrated cannabis business.
In order to scale in a way that retained compliant practices and a high-quality, organic product, Noecker
assembled renowned experts from the field of cultivation, cannabis lawmaking, processing, accounting,
marketing, and architecture. Serra and Groundworks’ other cannabis brands set a leading example in
Oregon, and we are often asked by the Oregon Liquor Control Commission (Oregon’s regulatory body
for cannabis) to host tours of special guests and regulators from Colorado, California and Canada. With
this experience in all aspects of the cannabis industry, our team of Owners and Operators are prepared
to meet the expectations from regulatory authorities, pivot when necessary to accommodate to our
customers’ ever-changing needs, and push to improve the reputation, professionalism, and quality of
the cannabis industry.
We feel fortunate that such notable publications have recognized Serra’s retail experience as
Wallpaper, Dezeen, Architectural Digest, Vogue, Rolling Stone, Esquire, The New York Times, Forbes
and Food & Wine. But behind the design lies a sophisticated business operation that fully meets or
exceeds all compliance standards set by the state or local jurisdictions.
Having scaled to include 13 licenses in Oregon, a streamlined set of operational procedures
demonstrate consistent attention to detail and a carefully-maintained set of records and transfers. A
well-established network of retail employees, in-house accounting, marketing and sales teams, and a
physically-present team of involved directors coordinate daily to ensure every transfer of product is
reviewed, tested, checked for quality, labelled, tracked, inventoried, stored, transported, packaged,
delivered and sold according to local and state laws.
Our docents (budtenders) are the face of the adult use cannabis industry to our customers. They are
responsible for ensuring that each individual that walks through Serra’s doors leaves with more
cannabis knowledge than they possessed on arrival. Along with on-going training covering all aspects
of security and compliance, we do special trainings with docents on identifying counterfeit IDs, daily
operating procedures such as opening and closing the store safely, and tracking requirements. We
value that talent and in turn, are proud to be one of the few cannabis companies offering full medical
coverage (including dental and vision), free counseling, life insurance, 401k and PTO.
Because not every customer has time for a course in plant science, we’ve developed an intuitive way to
categorize flower types (a.k.a. strains; cultivars), cannabis-infused edibles, and concentrates by their
effects. Our Feelings separate products into: Focus, Relief, Relaxation, Energy, Happiness, and
Creativity. Customers need only to look for the icon indicating the feeling they want to achieve, and our
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docents explain dosage, activation time, and expected effects, guiding them to the best choice for their
individual needs.
In regard to marketing, our growing social channels, active website, and robust loyalty program
members already make for an expansive audience for marketing the debut of Serra Pasadena. With an
internal creative team, our professional care and consideration to our brand and audience makes for
compelling, strong messaging--down to the last Instagram story.
Opening a shop in Pasadena gives us an opportunity to positively impact the people negatively
impacted by the War on Drugs. Through employing a local retail team, we share the benefits of wellrounded compensation, medical and life insurance benefits, and room to grow, plus a supplementary
education in plant biology, medicinal research, and state/city lawmaking. Beyond our staff members, we
anticipate working with organizations like Supernova Women to offer up our resources to serve the
communities negatively impacted by involvement with cannabis pre-legalization. We’d be proud to host
the first Supernova Women expungement clinic or networking event for minorities interested in working
in the adult use cannabis industry in Pasadena.
will design Serra Pasadena, co-founded by
-a former
REDACTED
faculty member in Architecture at Pasadena Community College with a career in reinvigorating historic
buildings to reflect the locale’s architectural traditions in a new facade. Serra’s glass, brass and marble
motifs evoke the same old-world charm present in Old Pasadena with modern and artful execution.
REDACTED

Design-conscious and pedestrian-minded storefronts, a cutting-edge air filtration system, and an
experiential approach to cannabis retail is a part of Serra’s identity. We recognize that cannabis
businesses so far have met mixed reviews, with opposition concerned about the density,
professionalism and aesthetic integration into the surrounding neighborhood. At Serra, we want to
alleviate those concerns by raising the bar and transforming perceptions.
Thank you for your consideration.

REDACTED
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Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity: GW Retail Pasadena
Ownership %: 100

Phone Number: 971-254-4290

Organizational Structure: Corporation

Email: complianceca@gw-ind.com

Authorized Agent: Spencer Noecker

Title: Manager, President, Secretary, CFO

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Spencer Noecker

Title: Manager, President, Secretary, CFO

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

Date of birth:
Last

First

M.I.

Mailing
Address:
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

City

Phone:

State

ZIP Code

Email:
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Ownership %

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:

Title:

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Date: 1/31/2019

Signature:
Printed Name:

Spencer Noecker
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Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity: Groundworks Industries (parent of GW Retail Pasadena) Phone Number: 971-254-4290
Ownership %: 100

Organizational Structure: Corporation

Email: compliance@gw-ind.com

Authorized Agent: Spencer Noecker

Title: Manager

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Spencer Noecker

Title: Manager

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

Date of birth:
Last

First

M.I.

Mailing
Address:
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

City

Phone:

State

ZIP Code

Email:
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Ownership %

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:

Title:

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Date: 1/31/2019

Signature:
Printed Name:

Spencer Noecker
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Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

Noecker
Last

Mailing
Address:

Spencer

D

First

Date of birth: REDACTED

M.I.

224 SW 1st Avenue
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

Portland

Oregon

City

Phone:

971-254-4290

State

97204
ZIP Code

Email: Snoecker@nfninvestments.com
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Ownership %

100

Social Security No.

Title: Owner
Current Employer: Self

REDACTED

/ Groundworks Industries

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.

SEE ADDITIONAL SHEETS ATTACHED

Agency: Oregon Liquor Control Commission
License No. 10031072025
Description of
Epoch Investments, LLC - Manufacturing
business:
Agency: Oregon Liquor Control Commission
Description of
GW Productions Riverside,
business:

License No. 1001391C10A

Date Issued: 12/4/2018

Date Issued: 12/26/2018

LLC - cultivation

Agency: Oregon Liquor Control Commission License No. 1001645DDC3
Description of
Kaizen Investments, LLC - cultivation
business:

Date Issued: 7/4/2018

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

N/A

License
Type N/A

Suspension or
Revocation Date: N/A

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section: N/A
Date of
Probation

N/A
N/A

Felony or
Misdemeanor? N/A
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

N/A

Business
Address:
Title:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Date: 1/31/2019

Signature:
Printed Name:

Spencer Noecker
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Oregon Liquor Control Commission
1005964E660
7/23/2018
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________
Date Issued:_____________

Sunburst Investments II, Inc. Farma - Distribution
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Oregon Liquor Control Commission
1013305B57E
11/27/2018
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________
Date Issued:_____________

Farma on Hawthorne, Inc. - Retail
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Oregon Liquor Control Commission
10020753B7D
9/30/2018
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________
Date Issued:_____________

GW Retail 220 SW 1st, Inc. - Retail
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Oregon Liquor Control Commission
1001606EE83
12/12/2018
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________
Date Issued:_____________

GW Retail Belmont, Inc. - Retail
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Oregon Liquor Control Commission
1009489D6FC
5/10/2018
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________
Date Issued:_____________

GW Retail Denney, Inc. - Retail
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Oregon Liquor Control Commission
100241747B3
1/5/2019
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________
Date Issued:_____________

GW Retail Marlow, Inc. - Retail
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Oregon Liquor Control Commission
1013239D34B
12/13/2018
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________
Date Issued:_____________

GW Retail Pacific Highway, Inc. - Retail
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Oregon Liquor Control Commission
1001702682A
4/5/2018
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________
Date Issued:_____________

GW Retail Weidler, Inc. - Retail
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Oregon Liquor Control Commission
100595905E3
6/16/2018
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________
Date Issued:_____________

Oregon City Retail Investments, Inc. - Retail
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________
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Bureau of Cannabis Control
12/28/2018
C11-18-0000860-TEMP Date Issued:_____________
Agency:___________________________________
License No.:________________________

GW Montebello, Inc. - distribution
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Manufactured Cannabis Safety Branch License No.:________________________
CDPH-T00002236
12/31/2018
Agency:___________________________________
Date Issued:_____________

GW Montebello, Inc. - manufacturing
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Agency:___________________________________ License No.:________________________ Date Issued:_____________
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Agency:___________________________________ License No.:________________________ Date Issued:_____________
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________

Agency:___________________________________ License No.:________________________ Date Issued:_____________
Description of Business: __________________________________________________________________________________
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted
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BUSINESS
PLAN
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A NOTE
From Spencer Noecker, CEO & Owner
of Groundworks Industries and its subsidiary, Serra.
Opening a Serra (GW Retail) in Pasadena is a very meaningful proposition for my company and myself. Not only is Pasadena one of the most well-known cities in
Los Angeles County, but it has a reputation for being a wonderful family friendly, close-knit community. We understand this sensitivity and it is our fundamental
goal to deliver a retail cannabis experience that celebrates the nature of this exceptional community. I was born and raised in the San Fernando Valley, and spent a
lot of time with family and friends at their homes in Pasadena and San Marino. One of our closest friends was the renowned Dr. Ronald K. Ross—Chair of the
Department of Preventive Medicine at the Keck School of Medicine of USC and longtime resident of Pasadena.
We would meet regularly in Old Pasadena with our families on the weekends, enjoy lunch at Julienne’s or Sharky’s Woodfired Mexican Grill, where our family was
an investor. I often made the drive to support my sister when she played volleyball against Flintridge Sacred Heart Academy during our high-school years. Even
after moving to Oregon and starting my first business, no year was complete without a night taking in fresh perspectives at the Pasadena Showcase House.
It was these formative experiences in Pasadena that influenced my appreciation for accessible art and architecture; I think there’s something very special about a
community that has as much pride in hosting the Rose Bowl as they do the gilded script of Gutenberg's Bible at the Huntington Library. It is that accessible
sophistication that brings people back to Pasadena, and it’s what has set Serra stores a head above in the cannabis retail market.
3
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OUR HOPE
We hope for Pasadena to be home to a flagship retail
location for Serra— a sophisticated, fully-realized
cannabis company known for its similarly artful
aesthetics and boutique approach to cannabis retail.

The texture of the historic Pasadena landscape is particularly fitting for a Serra store.
The robust history of Pasadena and today’s focus on “where old meets new” is a perfect
example of how Serra and its old-world sensibilities executed with an artful, modern
eye aligns with this beautiful city. We believe that locals and visitors alike will
appreciate and resonate with Serra Pasadena offering.
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S ECTION 1
Qualifications of Owners/Operators
Our owner team has extensive experience building multiple shops from scratch into one of
Oregon’s most compliant and recognizable brands.
With this experience in all aspects of the cannabis industry, our leadership is prepared to
meet the expectations from regulatory authorities, pivot when necessary to accommodate to
our customers’ ever-changing market needs, and push to improve the reputation,
professionalism, and quality of the cannabis industry.
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EXPERIENCE
“I am fascinated by opportunistic business ventures. I find that there are
select moments in one’s life and career where exceptional opportunities
present themselves.” —Spencer Noecker
Spencer Noecker comes from a line of hard-working, West Coast entrepreneurs. His grandfather started his company, Northwestern Inc. in the 1940’s, which
Spencer watched his father take over in succession. Then his father passed away at the early age of 50, and the business couldn’t sustain itself, at which point
young Spencer learned two things: he realized that a company and its vision is only as strong as its foundation, and that cannabis is a much healthier, holistic and
positive way to soothe anxiety and give himself space to mourn, without risking the ability to handle work the next day. It became a life goal to ensure that any
business he formed would be built with a formula for long-term evolution, and he saw what a positive impact cannabis can have.
NBP Capital
For the first ten years of career out of college, Spencer focused on starting NBP Capital and its subsidiary companies. He learned how to create industry-leading
companies that would stand the test of time, by investing time and capital into each of these business and formulating business plans, leadership teams and
succession plans that would mature throughout investment cycles. He learned to fill gaps with the strengths of others, detailing job descriptions, engaging the best
recruiters and investing capital in a plan to hire the smartest, most capable specialists. He fell in love with building businesses.
6
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EXPERIENCE
"It’s a different product, with different processes, but everything is people
management—and I assembled the best." —Spencer Noecker
When the real estate markets tumbled in 2008, Spencer found himself inspired. This spark would become NBP Capital LLC, a privately held commercial real estate
investment platform with over REDACTED under management, four distinct subsidiary support businesses and 200+ full time employees. The fund management
business taught him something else about himself: he really, really liked bringing new life into historic places and seeing how new developments can breathe life
into a forgotten neighborhood.
Groundworks Industries (GW Retail Pasadena, subsidiary of Groundworks Industries)
So in 2015, he left this business under the leadership of his sister and co-founder, and set his sights on the new opportunistic business venture that had caught his
eye: cannabis. For the next four years, he organically built Groundworks Industries; a company focused on investing in the possibilities of cannabis. The first flagship
Serra store opened in Portland’s historic Old Town district in 2017, drawing significantly from Spencer’s experience transforming communities through commercial
historic redevelopment and ground-up multifamily projects.

7

He also learned the importance of vertical integration. He had seen the difference it made for a real estate company to own construction, property management
and development services in-house. Developing hotels taught him how organizing a unique, localized experience is an equation only possible by the coordination of
branding, architecture, interior design, hotel management, food and beverage management, historic preservation and artistic conspirators.
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EXPERIENCE
A vertically-integrated model upholds our brand identity by ensuring
excellence and compliance at every level of our supply chain.
At Groundworks Industries, Spencer immediately set sights on controlling production, processing, wholesale distribution and retail. Now, our approach supports
enabling complete oversight and integrity, not only for our brands, but for the people and communities we serve. Next, he focused on securing the best internal
talent, merging unique expertise across consumer brands, finance, operations, cannabis advocacy, dispensary management, plant biology and ornamental
horticulture. Externally, he engaged the finest marketing firms, architects, interior designers and management teams; teams that understood the landscape of
cannabis and had the shared vision to create something transformative in this space.
Fast forward to 2019, Groundworks Industries now operate 13 medical and adult-use storefront retail stores, a wholesale distribution center, a manufacturing
facility, and a state-of-the-art cultivation site. This vertically-integrated model upholds our brand identity by ensuring excellence — and compliance — at every level
of our supply chain.
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LAYOUT
S TYLE

Spencer Noecker
Founder, CEO
Spencer Noecker co-founded NBP Capital LLC and its affiliate NFN Investments in 2008.
Operating in California, Oregon, and Washington, NBP Capital has REDACTED in property
assets under management and REDACTED in annual revenue. While he remains
invested in NBP Capital, he moved on to focus on Groundworks Industries in 2015.
He is excited about the opportunity to return to his southern California roots and help
reinvest in his community with the opening of the Groundworks Industries cannabis
business model in his home state. It’s very meaningful to apply to open a Serra store in
the region by which the brand was inspired, and in a neighborhood where his passion
for historical renovation and revitalization can really spread its wings. Already dividing
his time 50/50 between the LA area and Portland, OR, and as the Pasadena store would
be the flagship store for California, he plans to spend a significant portion of his time
on the day-to-day operations, management, and growth of the Pasadena facility. A
hands-on approach to ensuring the product quality, the build out, and customer
experience exceeds the rules of compliance and all expectations. He currently spends
time at the Groundworks Portland office above our Serra Downtown store, keeping
abreast with finances, sales and marketing strategies, meeting with potential partners
about future opportunities, and working closely with all of his staff from the senior
management to novice docents to ensure that his facilities run smoothly. Essentially
making sure the customers exiting the stores look more educated, relieved, and less
intimidated by this plant than when they first walked in.
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CANNABIS INDUS TRY
KNOWLEDGE
From esteemed confectioners and processing engineers, to internationallyrecognized cultivation researchers and authorities on cannabis legislation.
From day 1, strict processes like daily inventory and re-weighing of flower throughout the weeks kept inventory keenly accurate year-round. As preliminary
processes like secure transfer, intake and checkout were established, more energy could be placed on enhancing customer experience. Spencer worked with
botanists and genetic cannabis experts on developing a smarter way to categorize products, guiding customers more intuitively, by desired effects rather than
“sativa” versus “indica.”

Behind the design is a sophisticated business operation that fully meets or exceeds all compliance standards set by the state or local jurisdictions. From our
attention to security and inventory management to our training and commitment to employees, Groundworks has become one of the leading companies in
Oregon. We are often asked by the Oregon Liquor Control Commission (Oregon’s regulatory body for cannabis) to host tours of special guests and show our
operations to regulators from Colorado, California and Canada, and we do so gladly. With this experience in all aspects of the cannabis industry we are fully
prepared to meet the expectations from regulatory authorities, pivot when necessary to accommodate to our customers’ ever-changing market needs, and
push to improve the reputation, professionalism, and quality of the cannabis industry.
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The following table shows licensing information for all of the current commercial cannabis business locations operated by Groundworks Industries. The
data includes the local and state license number and expiration date for each of the businesses with the exception of Marlow, which is located in the
unincorporated area of the county, and therefore does not require a local license.
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CANNABIS INDUS TRY
KNOWLEDGE
References.
For Retail

For Serra

For State Licenses + Compliance

Brandon Goldner
Program Coordinator Cannabis
Program City of Portland
Brandon.Goldner@portlandoregon.gov
503-823-4462

Christina Coursey
City of Portland Assistant Program Specialist
Cannabis Program
Christina.Coursey@portlandoregon.gov
503-823-4164

Amanda Borup
Policy Analyst OLCC
Recreational Marijuana Program
Amanda.borup@oregon.gov
503-872-5456
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CANNABIS INDUS TRY
KNOWLEDGE
Meeting the customer
where she lives, works and plays.
Serra is an experiential, omni-channel cannabis lifestyle brand that rethinks,
redefines and sets the bar for progressive pot culture. We aim to provide the
best quality products and the most knowledgeable, artful, retail experience;
while breaking stereotypes associated with traditional cannabis culture.

While working towards setting new standards and supporting the progressive
paradigm of cannabis culture as it becomes more mainstream and socially
acceptable, Serra strives to reach the modern female cannabis consumer: the
connoisseur, the knowledgeable and the curious. She is a busy working mom
trying to de-stress, a designer trying to find creative inspiration or an athlete
looking for a pharmaceutical free way to relieve pain.
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CANNABIS INDUS TRY
KNOWLEDGE
We reach out to those who, along with a good high,
appreciate design, premium products and retail
environments that exceed the industry standard.
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CANNABIS INDUS TRY
KNOWLEDGE
Strong brands, national recognition.
For Groundworks, Spencer invested in the most opportune retail real
estate with a focus on using historic renovation expertise. He engaged
high-profile design and architecture teams to deliver a product that
would resonate with the branding positioning that was delivered from
our engagement with the leading marketing firms. We feel confident
that we have achieved this through both of our brands: Serra and
Electric Lettuce. We feel fortunate to have been recognized for our
retail offerings by such notable publications as: Wallpaper, Dezeen,
Goop, Vogue, Rolling Stone, Design Milk, Esquire, The New York Times,
Forbes and Food & Wine- amongst others.
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CANNABIS INDUS TRY
KNOWLEDGE
Customer satisfaction.

“Serra's downtown location goes above and beyond my
expectations from the airy, boutique aesthetic of the
retail store to the friendliness, helpfulness, and
knowledgeable staff. Brava!”

Google Review, 11/22/18
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CANNABIS INDUS TRY
KNOWLEDGE

Steve Marks
Executive Director, Oregon Liquor Control Commission
February 8, 2018

“Groundworks Industries has demonstrated support for Oregon’s Regulated Cannabis Market and
our efforts to supplant the illegal market in our state. Because of their contributions to the
creation of strong rules and standard for our regulatory system, and through my direct
observation of their attention to compliance issues and operational safety, I regard them as a
“best practices” and “state of the art” cannabis business in this emerging industry.”
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OWNERSHIP
TEAM
Experienced professionals dedicated to excellence.
Attentive, experienced, and passionate about a product that improves the quality of customers’ lives. Our ownership team is deeply invested in the success
of the business and satisfaction of employees. Whether it’s a trip to the retail shops or production facilities, participating in marketing decisions and sales
strategies, production decisions like what cultivars and how much—these are on their minds every day. Weekly meetings for Marketing, Sales, Accounting,
and Retail, in addition to all- staff monthly meetings, keep ownership abreast of new, ongoing, and resolved issues, plus the ideas put forward for
improvements and innovations.
As our CEO Spencer Noecker instilled in the base of the company, the long-term goals of the company are never on the back burner. Current initiatives
include a 401k program for all employees, research and development of a topical line that speaks to the treatment of skin conditions and external pain relief
some experience with cannabis lotions, oils, and balms.
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LAYOUT
S TYLE

Karlee Eichenberger
Chief Operations Officer
Karlee Eichenberger brings over a decade of experience in retail
management, operations and product development from industry
leaders including adidas, Columbia Sportswear and Saks 5th Avenue. At
Adidas, she directed merchandising strategies within business
development for multiple direct to consumer categories and channels in
close collaboration with key partners such as the NBA, MLS and NHL
organizations. At Columbia Sportswear, she oversaw global buying,
overseas production, and forecasting and planning for all retail and
wholesale outlets. At Groundworks, Karlee put in place the foundation
for strong company-wide growth, employee management, product
development and all aspects of our marketing, accounting, retail and
branding teams. In the day-to-day, she attends staff meetings at various
shops to keep in tune with customer-facing rhythms, as well as
monitoring vendor selection and sales initiatives.

She looks forward to returning to the Pasadena area, after spending an
influential period of her life here while attending Cal State LA.
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LAYOUT
S TYLE

Geoff Sugerman
Chief Compliance Officer
Geoff Sugerman first became involved in the politics of cannabis when he was
campaign director for the successful passage of the Oregon Medical Marijuana
Act (OMMA) in 1998. That same year he helped defeat a legislative effort to
recriminalize possession of small amounts of cannabis. Following passage of
OMMA, Sugerman worked to draft rules and help shape policy for the
fledgling program. After working on numerous campaigns and serving a fiveyear stint as Communications Director for the Oregon Speaker of the House
(2007-2011), he re-engaged with the cannabis industry serving as lobbyist for
successful passage of a bill that licensed and regulated medical dispensaries
for the first time in Oregon. Again, he served on several state Rules Advisory
Committees, and worked closely with regulators, to ensure the rules
governing the program were successfully implemented. After passage of the
citizens’ initiative legalizing adult use in 2015, Sugerman again played a key
industry role as lobbyist for the Oregon Cannabis Association, working with
legislators and regulators in shaping the laws and rules that currently govern
the industry. Since joining Groundworks in 2015, Sugerman has successfully
led Groundworks to receiving 13 state licenses without a single violation or
fine during three years of operations at all levels of the industry. Now as
Groundworks enters the California cannabis industry, he is working to
replicate the successes of Oregon in California.
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OWNERSHIP
TEAM
Professionals from across the spectrum; joining to create excellence.
An-Chi Tsou, California Consultant
As a lead staffer in the development of the original medical cannabis framework for CA, and later as Senior Policy Advisor at the Bureau of Medical Cannabis, Tsou
ensured those who had been negatively impacted by involvement with cannabis prior to legalization weren’t abandoned in the flurry of adult use implementation.
Keen on ensuring an equitable foundation for the state’s industry, she advocated for no rejections based solely on cannabis conviction.

Jesse Sweet, Director of Licensing & Compliance
Jesse Sweet is a leading expert on alcohol and cannabis regulation. At the Oregon Liquor Control Commission as Director of Administrative Policy, he shaped
Oregon’s cannabis policy by drafting administrative code, advising the legislature and supervising the agency’s hearings unit. He’s also served on the Oregon
Cannabis Commission and negotiated compacts for the production of cannabis on tribal lands.

Jeremy Plumb, Director of Production Science
With decades of cultivation and botanical science expertise, Plumb has consulted with international researchers, advised members of US Congress, served on the
Oregon Liquor Control Commission’s cannabis rulemaking advisory committee, co-founded Cultivation Classic (the world’s first lab-tested cannabis growing
competition), sits on the board of Cannabis Cares and co founded Farma, a trusted, medicinal-minded Portland dispensary.

Holly Hukill, Product Development Director
21

Holly was among the first bean to bar chocolate makers in Portland, and was the 2nd woman in the US to make chocolate. Holly founded Goddess Chocolate and
Mana Chocolate, and was head chocolatier for Pearl Bakery before joining the GW team where she oversees all product development for Serra edibles line.
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S ECTION 2B
Community Benefits
The adult use industry stands on the shoulders of medical patients and unfairly persecuted minority communities that suffered
the brunt of prohibition and cannabis stigma. We are proud to thoughtfully craft a business with levels of professional
sophistication and boutique curation, helping to normalize the plant and reframe how people look at consuming it, but we
recognize that legalization of cannabis should clearly include vacating convictions for prior cannabis felonies and misdemeanors
for previous crimes that are now legal is a crucial part of restoring lives to people adversely impacted by these convictions. As a
key member of the Oregon Cannabis Association, Groundworks pushed for and helped facilitate expungement days where
lawyers were on hand to help people expunge their records. But this process required time, money and a lawyer.
Opening a retail store in Pasadena allows us to continue our efforts down the West Coast, and use our resources to help support
local compassionate use efforts, rally legal services to help members of the Pasadena community seeking to expunge previous
cannabis convictions and help set a standard for the positive impact a dispensary can have.
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COMMUNITY
BENEF ITS
Empowering women and minorities to become self sufficient
shareholders in the evolving cannabis economy.
Beyond our staff members, we anticipate working with organizations like Supernova Women to offer up our space and resources to serve for
the communities negatively impacted by involvement with cannabis pre-legalization. The Oakland-based organization, formed by and for
women of color in 2015, empowers women and minorities to become self sufficient shareholders in the evolving cannabis economy.
Currently not licensed in Pasadena, we would leap at the chance to start a local chapter and host the first Pasadena-area Supernova Women
event, whether an expungement/legal service clinic, a panel on legislative updates and how to get involved with rulemaking efforts, or a
networking event for minorities interested in or already working in the adult use cannabis industry.
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COMMUNITY
BENEF ITS
Competitive salaries for everyone,
with room for growth.
With diverse hiring initiatives that draw people from all backgrounds, we see
opportunity to include those negatively impacted by the War on Drugs who are
interested in the new world of retail cannabis. A living wage, comprehensive
benefits, training opportunities, and fair policies are just the beginning. Ahead of
the 2019 minimum wage for businesses with 25 or fewer employees, we will offer
USD
per hour for Lounge Docents; USD REDACTED per hour for Assistant
Managers; and an annual salary of USD REDACTED for Managers, with an
opportunity for an end-of-year bonus.
REDACTED
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COMMUNITY
BENEF ITS

Opening a Serra Pasadena gives us a chance to give back to the communities that lost the most. Our
retail shops also provide a better compensated next-step for many in between higher education and
entry-level career positions. Unlike typical retail and food service, cannabis positions are part
science, part legislative studies, and part social justice education; cannabis retail jobs can open a
world of careers to undergrads still seeking their passion.

Health care options (+ dental and vision)

PTO + Paid Sick Leave

Groundworks Industries is focused on transforming
the health and wellness of employees through
thoughtful benefits.

Employees feel valued when they are allowed time off with pay
– which contributes to employee engagement and retention.

Life insurance, short and long term disability coverage

Incentives

We want to be sure families won’t have to change their living
standards in the event income level is affected by unexpected
loss, so we offer short term and long term policies.

Including–but aren’t limited to–employee discounts, matching volunteer hours,
401k match program, rewarding staff who make the most of commuting,
discounts with a ticket stub from the nearby Norton Simon Museum and
Huntington Botanical Gardens, and the Pasadena Museum of History.
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COMMUNITY
BENEF ITS
Non-profit engagement.
We do this not only by creating a superior brand representing the highest quality products, but also by volunteering our time and services to do meaningful,
valuable work for our neighbors. We take pride in our commitment to giving back to our community. Our team in Oregon engages in community efforts through
farmers markets, Portland Rescue Mission, community business associations, environmental clean-up efforts, and donations to valued nonprofits in the LGBTQ
community and cancer research centers. Serra will continue these traditions in Pasadena through engagement with local non-profits, community events, local
business partnerships, and community beautification efforts.
We see significant opportunity for partnering with nonprofits like the Foundation for Living Beauty, which supports the physical wellness and emotional stability
of women coping with the taxing effects of cancer and chemotherapy. Here we can offer educational resources on alternative therapy, help with understanding
the scope and application of legal cannabis products and how to distinguish quality products that can bring about real pain relief from snake oil without test
results on the label. We’d love to convert our space for events or workshops, and we would be honored to donate funds to FLB’s efforts.

53

Although donating resources to non profits like Aspires West Pasadena and the Boys and Girls Club are ways we look to give back and enrich our neighboring
community, we aim to complement those donations with real, in-person action as well. We will set a volunteer schedule for our staff, encouraging team
members to choose to follow their own interests and strengths while helping tutor in math, Spanish language, early computer programming, lead an art class,
or coach an afterschool basketball club. Depending on shifts and availability, we anticipate coordinating group participation at events like those put on by the
Pasadena Educational Foundation, where we can volunteer as a store to help run community forums and programs supporting the public school system. We
understand that part of breaking down the controversial stigma around cannabis is proving the professional conduct and positive ethics conveyed by a retail
shop’s presence. But mostly, we just want to help.
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COMMUNITY
BENEF ITS
Partnerships in arts, food and drink.
We see partnerships and a presence at events in the gourmet food and arts communities
as another way help redefine how people look at cannabis. It helps them understand the
artisanal qualities of the product; how unique flavors and effects create opportunities for
playful expression in the same way the arenas of modern food, drink and design interact.
Arts: In Portland, Serra stores regularly host events like an exhibit by local painter, Maja
Dlugolecki, the debut soiree of Broccoli Magazine, and an event during Portland’s Design
Week. For the Pasadena store, the wall separating the back of house from the showroom
that will feature rotating installations by local Pasadena artists. We anticipate getting
involved with events like ArtWalk, the West route of which goes by our proposed location.
Food & Drink: Serra previously served as the first cannabis business at FEAST, a renowned
gourmet food festival in Portland. Our Serra Chocolates include the Chef Series, each of
which are custom designed by a local celebrity chef like Naomi Pomeroy or Doug Adams.
We will partner with local chefs and eateries in the Pasadena area on future products, and
look forward to getting involved with events like Fall Food + Wine Festival.
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Pages 74-76 Redacted

S ECTION 3
Neighborhood Compatibility and Enhancement
Serra is an Italian word that translates to 'greenhouse,' referenced with the glass and steel motifs. The light-filled,
marble-detailed interiors are intended to pay homage to Old Pasadena's bespoke antique charm. The materials used in
our interiors are: Calacatta marble, white oak, brass, concrete tile, glass, black metal and abundant natural greenery.
Customers enter into a living, breathing space that evokes lushness and sophistication. Natural light and plants define
the space, creating an inviting environment where our customers can relax and learn how to feel all the feelings. Serra’s
strong brand identity is due much in part to the expertly curated environment of our retail locations.
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EXTERIOR DES IG N
CONCEPT

Proposed exterior design of Serra Pasadena at
If for any reason
REDACTED
this intended location changes, it will be at another viable property in the historic
commercial core of downtown historic Pasadena and design will be tailored to pay
respect to individualized original architecture and historic requirements of the site.

REDACTED
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Proposed floor plan for
the proposed floor plan is designed to create an experiential retail experience for our customers while maintaining the highest level of
REDACTED
security and compliance in regard to city and state regulations. While our intended property does not have dedicated parking spaces, we will offer valet parking and are adjacent to
a major parking structure and 8,000 spaces throughout the district.
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EXTERIOR DES IG N
CONCEPT
Materials.
Outside, the environmentally-friendly stucco hovers above the
integrated planters at the bottom of the window frames. As plants
grow up the building, a lush streetscape of living exteriors will fill in
as plants mature. Anodized bronze frames contrast with the stucco,
with a layer of wrapped calacatta marble tile to add texture and
dimension to the arches. To create an ambiance for pedestrians and
further highlight the historical bones of the building, we will
integrate uplighting in planters to light the sides of the arches and
accentuate the curvature allowing the window frames to glow at
night when illuminated. To further enhance the exterior appeal and
add to our light filled interiors we will be adding a greenhouse glass
skylight extrusion over the building's existing open bow truss ceiling.
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EXTERIOR DES IG N
CONCEPT
Our Architect:

REDACTED

Founded in 2013, by a small team with a focus on local, community-scaled projects. They believe that every project is an opportunity for transformation
and impact, and that collaboration from all parties involved only improves results. With extensive experience with reinvigorating historic buildings, they
are accustomed to reflecting the locale’s architectural traditions in a new facade and skillfully integrating into existing urban fabric.
, co-founder and principal at
is a former faculty member in Architecture at Pasadena Community College, one of the top transfer
programs to the leading LA-based universities. REDACTED of REDACTED former PCC students, went through that program and has now been working
with
for 5+ years.
REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

The team is experienced with numerous historic sites that include the Woodlark Hotel in Portland, OR (registered National Historic Site), the French
Market Place in West Hollywood, the Hotel on Sunset Boulevard in Bing Crosby’s office building (nominated for National Historic Register), and the La
Grande Orange located at the historic 1934 Del Mar Station.
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EXTERIOR DES IG N
CONCEPT
A foundation in
historic restoration.
Our existing flagship location in the historic
Skidmore district of Old Town, Portland
occupies a space originally built in 1889.
Featuring 16-foot ceilings, original brick interior
walls, and a gorgeous original exterior façade.
Elements like live plants, white oak, marble,
brass, and blackened steel keep the interior
sophisticated and artistic, while retaining
historical character in way that enhances the
neighborhood. Proud Grecian columns restored
to their former glory (having paid respects to
the original architecture and local history).
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EXTERIOR DES IG N
CONCEPT
Commitment to
historic preservation.
With the construction and design of our retail
storefront we aim to preserve and rehabilitate
our commercial area within Pasadena through
high quality architecture that is compatible with
existing architecturally superior development,
to promote the conservation and reuse of
existing buildings of high quality design, and to
enhance and preserve the desired character of
the city’s historical district.
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DESIGN CONCEPT
INTEGRATION
The design.
The layout of our stores is designed to create a beautiful retail experience , but also to make Pasadena customers feel comfortable and assured that they're
in highly-trained and professional hands. We've arranged our store layout with education and discovery in mind with specially curated areas for flower,
edible products, concentrates, topical products and accessories with dedicated product specialists in each section.
Our lighting design, along with the natural lighting provided with our greenhouse glass, fills our space with bright and inviting light. We work with custom
lighting designers to create fixtures that tie in our brand iconography. Our fixtures are designed to help customers become educated on cannabis in a way
that allows them to explore and interact with the product in a secure manner.
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Pages 85-87 Redacted

EXTERIOR DES IG N
CONCEPT
Interior Architectural Designer:

REDACTED

is a Los Angeles-based design studio with a reputation for holistic work across the fields of architecture and interior design.
The firm, which has been named has been named one of the most influential designers in Los Angeles have done residential, commercial and hospitality
projects both locally and world-wide. The team has vast experience with historic restorations including the Ace Hotel in the historic United Arts building
in Downtown LA.
REDACTED

The studio values the strength of the collective mind, believing that authentic creativity and innovation come from collaboration. The true virtuosity of
their work comes from their collaborations with their clients as well as with other members of the community. Since its inception, REDACTEDhas worked
with artists, artisans and craftsmen around the globe. Their environmental sympathies are expressed in their conscientious selection of materials, and
echoed in their appreciation for original architecture and its elements.
REDACTED stands for

community. A community of like-minded architects, interior designers, graphic designers, consultants, artisans, and builders led by
REDACTED has been consistently included in the AD 100 and Elle Décor A-List as well as received a
principals
REDACTED
number of awards including the Cooper Hewitt National Design Award for Interior Design.
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Pages 89-90 Redacted

AIR QUALITY/
ODOR CONTROL
Ensuring that any odors generated within the premises are not detectable
from outside the building.
To mitigate any instances of overpowering product odor in public, we take the following precautions to amplify our high-grade HVAC systems:

All of our standard operating procedures for odor control will comply with the Los Angeles County Code for odor management plans (Ord. 20170060 § 3, 2017). In accordance with these requirements, our neighborhood contact will serve as a community liaison for any concerns regarding
odor and will maintain all records regarding odor complaints and their associated responses for a minimum of seven years. Furthermore, we will
apply for a public health permit with the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health.
With the use of high-quality filtration systems, we have operated successfully in several jurisdictions with no complaints of odor from any of the
nearby homes or businesses in well over two years of operation. Product Storage In addition to the installation of filtration equipment, we are
careful about how we store our products. By using sealed and air tight containers inside the store, we keep odors inside to a minimum and ensure
they are easily handled by our HVAC systems.
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AIR QUALITY/
ODOR CONTROL
Facility Filtration System Specifications.
At each of our existing locations in Oregon, we have installed HVAC systems that include specific odor control components that have been extremely effective in
controlling any off-site smell. We install one-inch Dynamic Polarized-Media Air Cleaners into the HVAC systems at each of our retail stores. These polarized particles
grow in size as they fuse together and are collected on a disposable, low-static polarized media pad with an activated charcoal center screen. The cleaners have low
static pressure, which uses less energy and puts less strain and wear on the system over time; the power consumption for each filter is about the same as that of a
40-Watt light bulb. We will also design a separate Outside Air Source (OAS) during the design build for the property to exhaust out and maintain a negative air
pressure between the building’s interior and exterior.
The air from the OAS will then be filtered through a combination of REDACTED and 12-inch REDACTEDby the
REDACTED
REDACTED are built with
a 2.5-inch pelletized virgin activated carbon packed-bed –the cleanest and thickest available in the odor filtration industry –and are designed for the control of
volatile organic compounds, odors, and other gaseous contaminants. Rated at a conservative 0.1 second contact time, the REDACTED filter offers consistent
performance and a long life for air filtration systems.
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S ECTION 4
Security Plan

Our favorite cannabis shop stereotype to break? Cannabis isn't safe.
Design-conscious storefronts, odor control, and a stylish approach to the cannabis shopping experience is a part of
Serra’s identity. But so is following state guidelines on the installation of cameras , security systems, fire prevention
and product storage as all are essential to safe operations and ways we can help our neighborhood.
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Pages 94-113 Redacted

THANK YOU
We are grateful and excited for the opportunity to present our plan
to open a cannabis retail facility tailor-made for Pasadena.
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